Goldman has constructed a symplectic form on the moduli space Hom(7T, G)/G , of flat G-bundles over a Riemann surface S whose fundamental group is % . The construction is in terms of the group cohomology of n . The proof that the form is closed, though, uses de Rham cohomology of the surface S, with local coefficients. This symplectic form is shown here to be the restriction of a tensor, that is defined on the infinite product space G* . This point of view leads to a direct proof of the closedness of the form, within the language of group cohomology. The result applies to all finitely generated groups n whose cohomology satisfies certain conditions. Among these are the fundamental groups of compact Kahler manifolds.
Introduction
This paper deals with the symplectic structure on the space of "representations" Hom(7i, G)/G. n is a finitely generated discrete group, G is a Lie group, and G acts on the set Hom(7i, G) by pointwise conjugation: (a/)(x) = af{x)a~x . We will make further assumptions on G and n later.
Goldman constructs, in [G] , a symplectic form on Hom(7i, G)/G, when n is the fundamental group of a compact orientable surface of genus p > 1. The Lie algebra, g, is then required to have a nondegenerate, symmetric, bilinear form, which is invariant under the adjoint action of the group G :
(1) K:gxg^R.
The symplectic form is defined in terms of the group cohomology of n. Goldman observed that the tangent space to Hom(7i, G) at the point <f> G Hom(7i, G) can be identified with the space of cocycles Z'(7T, g^^) = {": n -* g\uixy) = u{x) + Ad(p{x)u{y) for every x, y g n}. The tangent to the orbit 0$ of 4> is the space of coboundaries B]{n, gAd,p) • These observations are shown in [G] by looking at tangents to curves in the spaces Hom(;r, G) and 0$. A symplectic structure on the quotient Hom(7r, G)/G is, by definition, a closed G-invariant 2-form on Hom(?z, G), whose degeneracy is precisely in the directions of the G-action. To construct such a form, one takes the cup product on Zx{n, g Ad ¿), with the pairing (1) acting on the coefficients. This gives a map (2) Zx{n,gM4>) x Zx{n, gM(t>) -> Z2{n, R).
This map is then composed with the quotient Z2{n, R) -> H2{n, R) and with an isomorphism H2{n, R) ■=♦ R, to obtain a symplectic form on Hom(7t, G)/G. The difficult part of the construction is in showing that the 2-form is closed. For this, Goldman turns to the language of de Rham cohomology, and uses a method of Atiyah and Bott [AB] : Let F be a principal G-bundle over the surface S. The gauge group &{P) acts on the space of connections s/{P), preserving the subspace &~{P) of flat connections. The space sf{P) of connections on P admits a symplectic structure which reduces to a symplectic structure on &'{P)/'&{P). This is equivalent to Goldman's symplectic structure under an isomorphism {a connected component of Hom(7r, G)/G} =■ {a connected component of &{P)/&{P)}.
(Each connected component of Hom(7r, G)/G determines a bundle F over S.)
This paper contains a direct proof for the closedness of the 2-form on Hom(7T, G) in the language of group cohomology, without going through the isomorphism (3).
It turns out to be possible to talk about "differential structure" on the infinite product Gn . The Zariski tangents to the space Horn (71, G) are then defined using the natural embedding (4) Hom(7r, G) cG*.
The closedness of the 2-form on Hom(7r, G) can then be proved through a computation in Gn . The embedding (4) avoids the choice of generators in n . It therefore leads to much simpler calculations than those that arise from an embedding Hom(7r, G) c Gm , that depends on the choice of m generators in n . Finally, the assumption on n is stated in terms of the "twisted cohomology groups" Hx{n , gAá<t>), and it applies to other than just the fundamental groups of surfaces. The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 1 defines standard concepts connected with differential structure in the category of "real valued ringed spaces." These concepts are well known. Subsection 1.4 contains an example that motivates the indirect definition of a symplectic structure on a quotient space. Section 2 describes the differential structure on the infinite product Gn and on the subspace Hom(7r, G). Section 3 contains Goldman's construction of the symplectic form, obtained as the restriction of a tensor on the space GK , and a proof that this form is closed. Theorem 4 summarizes the properties of the construction. In §4 we apply this theorem to show that Goldman's construction gives rise to a symplectic structure on the space Horn{n, G)/G, where n is the fundamental group of any compact Kahler manifold-not necessarily a surface. This example was suggested by Livne.
Differential structure on ringed spaces
In order to define tensors on spaces which are not differential manifolds, we will work in the category of real valued ringed spaces. Many concepts involving differential manifolds can be introduced into this category, consistently with their standard meanings.
1.1. The tangent to a ringed space. Definition 1.1. A real valued ringed space {X, R) is a topological space X with a sheaf R of continuous real valued functions on X . The functions in R will be called admissible functions.
This means that to each open set U ç X we attach a ring R{U) of functions on U, containing the constants, and such that if /: U -► R satisfies fUn G R{Ua) for a covering {Ua} of .7, then f e R{U). Definition 1.2. A morphism between the ringed spaces (Xi, R\ ) and {X2, R2), is a continuous map F: Xi -► X2 such that for any open subset U2 ç X2 and for any admissible function f:U2-*R, the pullback fo F: U\ -► R is admissible on Ui = F~XU2. F is also called a structure preserving map. Definition 1.3. Let {X, R) be a ringed space, and let p G X. The {Zariski) tangent space TPX of X at p (relative to the sheaf R) is the vector space {J?p/¿£2y , where JKP denotes the space of germs of admissible functions that are defined near p and that vanish at p .
It follows directly from the definitions, that every morphism F: {X\, R\ ) -► {X2, R2) induces a linear map dpF: TpXi -* TF(P)X2, in a functorial manner. Example 1.1. Taking the sheaf C°°{M) of infinitely differentiable functions on a smooth manifold M, we get the usual differential-geometric tangent bundle. Example 1.2. Let {X, R) be a ringed space. Let ~ be an equivalence relation on X, and let n:X -> Y = X/ ~ be the quotient map modulo ~. Define /:f-tl to be admissible iff f o n is admissible on X. Then we obtain a ringed-space structure on Y . Example 1.3. Let M be a smooth (C°°) manifold and let X ç M be any closed subset. Define the admissible functions on X to be all the restrictions to X of C°° functions on M . Then this defines a ringed space, C°°{X). Definition 1.4. Let {X, R) be a ringed space, let Y be a topological space, and let /: Y -> X be a continuous mapping. Then Y has an induced ringed-space structure: A function on an open subset U ç Y is admissible iff it is locally the pullback of an admissible function on X .
It can be easily checked that we get an embedding TPY C Tf(p)X at every peY.
1.2. Vector fields. In this section we fix a ringed space {X, R). Let U C X be an open subset. 1.3. Symplectic structure. Definition 1.11. Let B be an antisymmetric bilinear form on the vector space V. B is degenerate on the subspace W ç V iff for all w G W and v e V, B{w, v) = 0. The zero space of J? is the maximal such subspace, i.e., {w G F|5(ti;, v) = 0 Vv g V}. B is nondegenerate iff its zero space is {0}. Definition 1.12. Let {X, R) be a ringed space. A symplectic form on I is a closed 2-form co, such that at each p £ X, cop is a nondegenerate form on TPX.
Assume that the connected Lie group G acts on the ringed space {X, R) by structure-preserving maps. Further assume that for every fixed p G X , the map a h-> ap from G to I is structure preserving, from the ringed space C°°{G) to the ringed space {X, R). Denote by Op the G-orbit of the point p G X . The group G induces a topology on Op , by identifying Op = G/Stab(/>). We will put on Op the ringed-space structure which is induced by the inclusion map Op ç X, as described in Definition 1.4. Then we have an embedding TpOp ç TPX.
We denote by X/G the space of all G-orbits in X . Definition 1.13. A pre-symplectic form on {X, R) (relative to the G-action) is a closed 2-form won A1, which is G-invariant, and such that the zero-space of ojp is exactly TpOp at each p G X. Such a form is said to define a symplectic structure on X/G. I.A. Remarks. Notice that in Definition 1.13 we do not take a tensor on the quotient ringed-space X/G. The reason for this is that the linear quotient space TpX/TpOp is not, in general, the tangent space of X/G : We can define a ringed-space structure on the quotient X/G by taking G-invariant smooth functions on X, as described in Example 1.2. The quotient map X -» X/G will then induce a linear map
If U ç X is a G-invariant open set, and if the quotient U -> U/G is a submersion of smooth manifolds, then (5) will be an isomorphism at all the points p in U. At other /? 's it may not be an isomorphism, though. Take, for example, the adjoint action of the group SU{2) on itself: G = X -SU{2). An invariant function / on X is determined by its values on the maximal torus {e0 eHte). Assume that / vanishes at the identity p = I. Invariance under the Weyl group S2, that switches 0 with -6, forces / to vanish to first order in 8 . Therefore, / pulls back to a function on X which is in Jf2, in the notation of Definition 1.3. So the quotient X -* X/G induces the zero map on the tangent spaces, and the map T¡X/T¡Oi = T¡X -» T¡{X/G) is not an isomorphism.
Smooth structure
on Hom(7r, G) 2.1. Smooth structure on product spaces. Let n be a finitely generated discrete group, and let G be a Lie group. Consider the ringed space with Gn as the underlying topological space and where a function F:Gn -> R is admissible iff it is locally a C°° function of a finite number of coordinates. These functions will be called smooth on Gn , namely Definition 2.1. F:Gn ->R is smooth iff at each <p0 G Gn there is a finite set of coordinates {y¡, ... , y" , ô\, ... , ôk} G n and an open neighborhood t/n of the unit element in G, such that on the "cylinder" [/ = {</>: 7r -> G\cb{ôi)4>o{ôi)~x G Uq, i -I, ... , k} one can write F{cp) = Fo{<f>{yi), ... , </>{yn)) for some C°°f unction F0: G" ->R.
Comment 2.1. For a finite subset I ç n, take the sheaf Coc{GI) of smooth functions on the manifold G1. The set of such I's is partially ordered by inclusion, and the projection n^:G7 -> GJ , for J ç I, gives rise to an embedding nIj':C°°{GJ) -» C°°{GI). This enables one to define: C°°{Gn) = lim ¡çn, i finite C°°{Gl) as a direct limit of sheaves, which gives the structure on Gn that was explicitly defined above.
Smooth structure on Hom(7r, G).
The set of all homomorphisms Hom(7T, G) is a subset of the set Gn of all functions from n to G. The inclusion map Hom(7r, G) -> Gn induces a ringed space structure in Hom(7t, G), as described in Definition 1.4. Another way to get a smooth structure on Hom(7r, G) is by choosing m generators y\, ... , ym to n and embedding Hom(7r, G) in Gm by /h-> {f{y\), ... , f{ym)) ■ This new ringed-space structure is equivalent to the one induced from GK . Indeed, the following is a commutative diagram of ringed-space morphisms Hom(7t, G) where Fm is a free group over m generators. Moreover, the smooth structures of both Gm and Gn are the ones induced from GFm , so they induce the same smooth structure on Hom(7t, G). Indeed, any function /: Gm -> R is the pullback of the function G{cp) = f{cp{x\), ... , <p{xm)) on GFm , with Xi, ... ,xm being the generators of Fm. To check the arrow Gn -► GFm , take a smooth function f: Gn -> R, and fix an open subset V ç Gn on which f {<(>) = F {<p{yi),...,<p{y")), (be V, as in Definition 2.1. Fix F, , ... , P" e Fm that are mapped to yi, ... , yn by the quotient Fm -> n . Then on V , f is the pullback of the function g{cp) = F{cp{Px), ... , <p{P")), <p G GFm . Theorem 1. Every smooth function on Hom(7r, G) is the restriction of a globally defined smooth function on Gn .
Proof. Take any function /:Hom(7r, G) -» R. Recalling Definition 1.4, we must prove that if / equals locally to the restriction of a smooth function on Gn , then it also equals globally to the restriction of such a function. This will be proved in two steps.
(1) Let {X, R) be a ringed space that satisfies the following two properties. Proof. By property (l)(a), we may assume that 1/ is a locally finite covering (or otherwise, use a locally finite refinement of W and restrictions of the f" 's to the elements of this new covering). By property (l)(b), we have a partition of unity {un} subordinate to %¿. Define on X:F = Y^n uaft. Then F is admissible and satisfies F\Y = f ■ (2) The subset Y = Hom(7r, G) is closed in X -Gn , so it is left to show that GK satisfies the two properties stated in (1).
Property (l)(a) results from the fact that Gn is metrizable and has an enumerable basis for its topology. As for property (l)(b), we can assume that the Gm = Hom(Fm , G)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use covering consists of cylindrical sets {V¡}. For each V¡ we can take a smooth nonnegative function f whose zero set is exactly Vf, by ignoring all but a finite number of coordinates, defining f first on the finite product G1, I Çn , and pulling back to Gn . Then all that is left is to normalize the f 's as to satisfy Yl f ■■ = 1 on GK , which is possible since this sum is everywhere positive and finite. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.
2.3. The tangent space to Gn . We will identify the tangent space TaG, ae G, with the Lie algebra g -TeG, by identifying a e g with the tangent vector at t -0 to the curve t i-> exp(to)a in G. That is, we extend a G T¡ G to a right invariant vector field <\a on G and take its value at a . Note that we have (9) = r\{u:n->g\u{yz) = u{y) + Kd(p{y)u{z)}.
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The second equality above follows from the following calculation in G3. A tangent vector £ G T(a,b,c)G3 wnn coordinates {a, ß,y) G g3, acts on the projection function {a, b, c) i-+ <a by ff(a) = aa where the a on the left denotes the projection function, and where the right term is right translation of Careful, see the remark at the end of this section. a G g into TaG . The condition for £, to be tangent to the subspace {F = /} , for some F:G3 -> G, is ÇF = 0. We now take F {a, b, c) = aoc-1 . By the Leibnitz rule, t,F = (ifl)ôc-1 +a(^)c-' +ab{i{c-1)) = (qíz)oc-1 + a{ßb)c~x -ab{c-x{yc)c~x) = a + Ad{a)ß -y.
Setting {a,b,c) = {cb{y), <b{z), <b{yz)), and £, = {u{y), u{z), u{yz)), we get the conditions u{yz) = u{y) + Ad <j>{y)u{z) for u e gn to be tangent to Hom(7t, G) . (Computations of a similar flavor appear in [G, §3] .) G acts on Gn by pointwise conjugation. Hom(7r, G) is preserved by this action. The tangent at çb g Gn to its orbit O^ -{Ad{a)cb\a G G}, consists of the vectors {uy, y G g} , where uy:n -> g is given by uy{x) = y -Adçb{x)y . Indeed, uy is the tangent to the curve Ad{at)<b, for at -exp{ty), and it is enough to look only at those vectors which are tangent to curves, since the orbit is a smooth manifold in the usual sense.
Fix 4> G Hom(7T, G) . The composition of cb with the adjoint action of G on its Lie algebra g, turns g into a 7r-module, gAd0,with xu = Adcb{x){u) for x £ n and u G g. Recall the construction of the group cohomology of n with coefficients in the module gMtj> : The cochains, cocycles, and coboundaries in dimension 1 are, respectively, Cx{n, gM4>) = {functions n -* gAd¿}, Zx{n, gM<p) = {u:n -g\Vx,y G n u{xy) = u{x) + Ad cb{x)u{y)}, Bx{n, gAd<t>) = {u'-n -> g\u{x) = Ad^x)1/ -y for some fixed 7 G g}.
To summarize, Theorem 3. The tangent space to Gn , Hom(7i, G) , and O^ , at the point cb G Hom(7r, G) are, respectively, Cx{n, gM¡t¡), Zl{n, gAd<p), and Bx{n, gM<j>).
The dual space gAdt¡¡ is also a rc-module. The cup product (10) U:C'(7r, g^) x Cx{n,gM4,) -C2{n, R)
is given by the formula fUg{x,y) = {f{x),Ad(b{x)g{y)) and will be used to construct the presymplectic form on Hom(7r, G).
Remark. Equations (8) and (9) may fail to be true at the singular points of Hom(7T, G). One can correct this by taking a more subtle definition of "smooth structure" (imitating the one in algebraic geometry). The set ^ -Hom(7r, G) is cut out of Gn by the equations {Fy^z(cb) -l}v,;e* where Fy>2{4) = 4>{y • z)qh{z)~x4>{y)~x . Define C°°{ßt) to be the following sheaf. An open set in %? is U D %? where U ç Gn is open. To this set we associate the quotient ring C°°{U)/{Fy>z). Downstairs, the functions " {Fy<z) " by which we divide are those of the form / o Fy z where /: G -> R is any smooth function that vanishes at 1 g G. This is an extension of the ring {restrictions to %? of smooth functions on U} which was used earlier. With this new definition of a smooth structure we still have Tp%f ç Tp{Gn) Vp G ßf. Theorem 3 then works at all points of %? and so does the rest of this paper.
Construction of the symplectic form
Assume that G admits a bilinear form (11) K:gxg^R on its Lie algebra, which is symmetric, Ad-invariant, and nondegenerate. (Such a form exists if G is a reductive Lie group.) K induces an isomorphism of the n-modules gAdlj> = g*Ml¡), whose composition with the cup product (10) is the map
given by (12) w u v{c, d) = K{u{c), Ad<b{c)v{d)).
Using this same formula also for <p 's outside Hom(7i, G), we obtain a 2-tensor co on Gn , which takes values in the vector space C2{n ,R) = Rnxn . At the point cp G Gn , the tangent to Gn is the space gn , in which the tensor is given by (13) co,p{u, v){c,d) = K{u{c), Adcb{c)v{d)) for u, v g gn and {c, d) G n x n . In general, this is not the operation of cup product: If <f> is not a homomorphism, then the Lie algebra g does not turn into a n module, since Ad cb:n -+ Aut(g) is not a homomorphism of groups. The properties of co are summarized below.
Theorem 4. We have constructed a vector-valued tensor co on the space Gn , that takes values in the vector space C2{n, R). The tensor cd has the following properties. {I) Denote by i the inclusion map of Wom{n, G) into Gn . Then i*co takes values in the subspace Z2{n, R) of C2{n, R). Its composition with the quotient map Z2{n, R) -> H2{n, R) is a 2-form on Hom(7r, G) which is degenerate along the G-orbits.
(2) Let cp be a continuous linear functional, tp:Z2{n, R) -* R, which vanishes on B2{n, R). Then cp o i*co is a closed 2-form on Hom(7r, G), which is degenerate along the G-orbits. If these are the only degenerate directions, then cpo*co defines a symplectic structure on Hom(7r, G)/G, in the sense of Definition 1.13.
Corollary. Let n = ni{S) be the fundamental group of a compact Riemann surface. S is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space, therefore its cohomology is the same as the cohomology of its fundamental group n. The restriction of co to Hom(7r, G), composed with the quotient Z2{n, R) -> H2{n, R) and followed by an isomorphism H2{n,R) ■=♦ R, defines a symplectic structure on Hom(7t, G)/G. The nondegeneracy of the form follows from the Poincaré duality theorem for cohomology with local coefficients. This is the symplectic structure that Goldman constructs in [G] .
Proof. Theorems 2 and 1 imply that every vector field on Hom(7r, G) is the restriction of some vector field on Gn . It follows that the restriction of co to Hom(7r, G) is a smooth tensor on Hom(7r, G).
The cup product Cx{n, gAd(/,) x Cx{n, gAdrp) -> C2{n, R) induces an antisymmetric bilinear form on the cohomology: Hx{n, gAd(¡,) x Hx{n, gAd<j,) -> H2{n,R).
By Theorem 3, F0(Hom(7r, G)) = Zx{n,gAd^) and 7¿(0¿) = Bx{n, gAdtj,). Part 1 follows immediately.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of part 2. Define, on Gn :
This is a 2-form on Gn with values in C2(7r, R). Part 1 implies that cpoi*cb = cp o i*co on Hom(7T, G). The cyclic sum in Definition 1.9 defines a 3-form, dco, on Gn . Then:
For this to vanish on Hom(7r, G) it is enough to show that for any í> G Hom(7T, G) and any u, v , w e F<t>Hom(7r, G), {dco)\®{u ,v,w) is a coboundary in C2(7r, R).
{15)
{dcb)^{u,v,w) = cyclic sum Çcb{n, Q -¿b{ [Ç,r¡] ,Q, í,n,í where £, n, Ç are any extensions of u, v, w Xo vector fields on Gn . We will compute this cyclic sum for the easiest extension we can think of: "parallel" vector fields. So for any c G n, the c-coordinate of ¿; is a g-valued function on Gn which is constant: <^|<d(c) = u{c) ViëG". Similarly: n\^{c) = v{c)
and C|<d(0 = w{c) V<X> g Gn , Vc G n . For computing (15), we will need:
Lemma 5 as desired.
Application
In this section we will use Theorem 4 to show that Goldman's construction works in the following case.
Theorem 5. Let X be a compact Kahler manifold. Let n be its fundamental group. Then the space Hom(7r, G)/G admits a symplectic structure. Proof. By Theorem 4, all we need is a linear map cp:H2{n, R) -» R, whose composition with the cup product gives a nondegenerate pairing Hx{n, gAd<¿,) x Hx{n,gAd<p)-*R.
In constructing cp , we will use several equivalent definitions for cohomology with local coefficients. First, for the de Rham setup, fix a flat vector bundle F -> X whose fiber is our 7i-module gAd<t, and whose holonomy is given by the action of n on this module. A differential form of degree k on X, with coefficients in E, is a section of f\ T* X <g> E . Locally it can be written as Y,j c*! ® Sj where a¡ are /c-forms on X and e} are flat sections of E. The exterior derivative acts by c/(£¡ <*j ®?j) = 52; dotj ® e¡. This gives a complex whose cohomology H*DR{X , E) is, by definition, the de Rham cohomology of X with coefficients in the bundle E. (See [BT, p. 79] .) These groups are strongly related to the cohomology of the group n with values in the module gAd(t> : The groups HXDR{X, E) and Hx{n, gAd$) are isomorphic, and if n2{X) = 0, then HqR{X , E) and H2{n, gAd^) are isomorphic too. In fact, if X is aspherical (i.e., n¡{X) = 0 for /' > 2) then HJ^R{X, E) and Hk(n, #Ad<i>) are isomorphic for all k.
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